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Uncertainty of science?
• Science is by definition uncertain – oriented at
new questions and puzzles

• Science is an elaborate mechanism of quality
control – ensuring that our stock of knowledge
is made more credible over time
• Recent claims: this mechanism does not work
as well as it should; there are major problems
with modern science making it more uncertain
and less credible than it should be

Harsh critique
“Science isn’t selfcorrecting, it’s selfdestructing”

Science seems to be ill
• These and other commentators argue that something is
fundamentally wrong with modern science
• But what is wrong with it, exactly?
• What are the causes of this illness?
• What can be done about it? Do we need a new science policy – and
what kind of policy?
• These are the main topics of my talk today

The diagnosis

Lack of replicability
• A leading US biotechnology firm tried to repeat
53 “potentially groundbreaking” academic
investigations
• Only in six of the cases did they get similar
results
• Later studies have confirmed low replicability
also outside of medical science
• Twisting the problem: failed rather than missing
replicability

Statistical problems
• A number of investigations
have shown that severe
statistical problems are
widespread
• False positives, small
samples, use of wrong
methods, misinterpretation
or manipulation of p values
(“p-hacking”) and much
more
“The credibility of the
economics literature is likely
to be modest or even low.”

Wider methodological
challenges
• Problems with contamination of cell samples, labelling, transport,
sharing, independent testing and authentication
• Problems with equipment, such as indications that a large share of
fMRI based studies could be false
• More severe integrity problems: 10-fold increase in retractions in
recent years
• Problems with citation patterns: studies that have been proven
wrong keep getting cited

Paradigm problems
• Medical science: change from working
closely with patients to hunting for the
basic mechanisms of disease in the
laboratory – few treatments from this
(medical practice has also changed)
• Frequent problems with transferring
results from animal tests to humans
• From context-sensitive data to “big,
detached data” in many fields
(“datageddon” rather than insight)

Language
• Inflation in the “voice of
God” language in scientific
publications and
applications
• Harder to make realistic
assessments of the
contribution to the stock of
knowledge

Source: Vinkers et al., BMJ 2014

Summary: the disease
• Various problems with methods, theories and
the paradigms and practices of scientific work…
• … may signify widespread challenges of work
standards in science, leading to major problems
of credibility
• If we (for now) accept that this is a fair
depiction, what are the causes of this disease?
• What are the cures?

The causes

Main explanations
• Cynical scientists – researchers engage in dubious practices to gain
personal advantages such as funding or scholarly recognition
• Research system pressure – academia is hyper-competitive and
attractive positions are in short supply (“Publish or perish”)
• Outside pressure – increased competitive funding also means
strong incentives to publish fast, early and frequently
• Publication system – the journals have had weak traditions for
supporting openness, data sharing, retractions and so on
• Peer review – some signs that the peer review system, at the heart
of competitive funding and publication, is under pressure

Sarewitz: detachment
• These problems become worse when science is
detached from society
• “Scientific knowledge advances most rapidly (…)
when it is steered to solve problems — especially
those related to technological innovation”
• “When science is not steered to solve such
problems, it tends to go off half-cocked in ways
that can be highly detrimental to science itself”

Joint effects, size
• Researchers like Ioannidis view the causes of
replicability and other problems as complex and
interrelated
• Policy decisions and internal decisions in the
research system may reinforce one another in a
bad way
• The growth and size of the science system a
wicked challenge in itself as it means data and
publication overload – one of the “diseases of
science” in de Solla Price (1961)

The cure(s)

Back to mission-oriented R&D
• Sarewitz: “Science will be made more reliable and more valuable for
society today not by being protected from societal influences but
instead by being brought, carefully and appropriately, into a direct,
open, and intimate relationship with those influences”
• He prescribes a return to a type of research that is tied more directly
to missions and to actors that have a clear responsibility for these
missions
• His ideal: technological research funded by the military in the US (but
could be organised through other actors in society, not least in a
wider European context)

“But if your constituency … is society, not scientists,
then the choice of what data and knowledge you need
has to be informed by the real-world context of the
problem to be solved. The questions you ask are likely
to be very different if your end goal is to solve a
concrete problem, rather than only to advance
understanding. That’s why the symbiosis between
science and technology is so powerful: the technology
provides focus and discipline for the science.”

Many examples
• We see the same in Norway and elsewhere: some of the most
important and radical impacts have come from researchers working in
a mission-oriented or applied context

The GSM system for
telecommunication
• Technology developed at the Telecom
Research Institute and SINTEF (our
largest technological research institute,
an RTO or PRO)
• All-digital system well adapted to
Norwegian geography which posed
complex challenges
• Global utility, especially in neighbouring
countries!

Multiphase flow
• A panel of scientists placed this as the
most important research-based
innovation in Norway the last 50 years
• R&D at the Institute for Energy
Technology and SINTEF and related
research and education at several
universities
• Crucial technology for the Norwegian
oil and gas industry based on huge
practical challenges in the North Sea
• Benefits estimated at “hundreds of
billions of NOK”

Democracy in the
workplace
• The “collaboration experiments” between
unions and business associations, led by
social psychology professor and work
researcher Einar Thorsrud, have probably
had large effects since the start in 1962
• Related to the “Nordic Model” of “flat”
organisational structures, high degrees of
collaboration etc.
• New legislation, the “Basic Agreement”,
employee rights to influence adaption of
new technology
• R&D normative and based on challenges of
bureaucracy, alienation and routinisation

Characteristics of this research
• Tied to a concrete societal challenge or problem – interaction with
users in industry, healthcare and society in a wide sense – and often
with a lead user with money, power and competence to put research
results into use
• Long-term and with significant “core funding” and most of the time a
relatively high degree of autonomy
• Driven by curiosity, high ambitions and often carried out in a
combination of non-academic research organisations and universities
• Protected from short-term political priorities and the logic of the
market – and often with other application areas than the original one

Recap: uncertainty of science
• Worries that – as a whole – science is becoming less credible than it
used to or should be, even the “elite” or “excellent” research
published in the leading journals
• Different dynamics within and outside of the science system can help
explain why these problems are on the rise
• Solutions favour policies that bring research organisations into
somewhat closer and committed relations with society
• Sarewitz’ and others’ overall recommendation seems valuable, but
close science-society relations are fairly common in Europe and in
broader ways than what the US commentators prescribe

Pitfalls
• Worries of elite US life science not always transferrable to other settings
• The framing may be overly negative – science is still a major success
story and a strong institution with self-correcting mechanisms
• Current policies may have unintended consequences that increase the
problems, for example “open access” can solve some problems but
increase other forms of uncertainty
• We know much less about mission-oriented and applied research, and
large projects in these categories have also had major problems of
uncertainty and waste of money
• Such research may require strong/specific users

Some points for discussion
• The argument is that science works best in combination with
something else
• Do we then need a broader development of and more powerful ideas
about the different hybrid natures of research organisations?
•
•
•
•
•

Research and teaching
Research and (public) missions
Research and contracts/markets
Research and stakeholder engagement, including RRI
Hybrid nature: the organisation of such research including overall funding
pattern, career structure, competences and more

• Do we need to develop more and stronger independent institutions
that synthesise and assess the credibility of science to help the
“combination” effort?

Final challenge
• The argument is that good research is often a result of its usefulness
rather than the cause of usefulness – partly because science is a great
testbed for new ideas rather than the main source of ideas
• Useful/applied/mission-oriented research is often long-term and
curiosity-driven, and many researchers carry out and are motivated
by this form of research
• Challenge: this research may suffer under a dichotomous or polarised
science policy that either supports an introspective notion of
excellence or short-term practical benefits and impact – this is
perhaps where a new science policy direction is needed
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